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~e of this movement means "students of religion" in the Pushtu language.

Founded only two
years ago, their violenc;e has been insourmountable, and last month they tortured and killed longtime ruler
Najibullah during their conquest of Kabul. FTP, name the extreme militant Mus./im organization that is
responsible for the recent takeover of Afghanistan, and which has imposed harsh and repressive measures
against women.
Answer: The _Taliban_ movement

~r of orchestration and innovator of new piano techniques, this French composer was a leader of
the Impressionist school. Among his compositions are Pavane for a Dead Princess, Daphnis and Chloe, and
the orchestration ofMussorgsky's Pictures at an EXhibition. FTP, name the 20th century French composer
best known for his "Bolero."
Answer: Maurice _Ravel_

~ genetic defect results in absence of/ow density lipoprotein receptors, which are crucial in controlling
the amount of cholesterol in blood. Patients with this defect are more prone to heart disease as a result of
cholesterol buildup. FTP, name this genetic defect.
Answer: _Familial Hypocholesterolemia_

~egislation was prompted by a fear that labor unions had become too powerful and were unchecked
by law. It gave employees the right to refrain from belonging to a union, expanded the National Labor
Relations Board, and added a series of restrictions on unfair labor practices by unions. Naine this Act
passed in 1947 over President Truman's veto . .
_Labor-Management Relations_ Act or _Taft-Hartley_ Act
~ard Smalley, Roben Curl, and Harold Kroto this year's Nobel Prize in Chemistry the discovery of a
new class of carbon compounds. Name this organic molecule, in which 60 carbons are linked together in the
form of a soccer ball, which was named for the proponent of gedesic domes.
Answer: _Buckminsterfullerines_ (accept buckyballs or fullerines)
~he

center of this religion is the Gujarat province in India which borders with Pakistan. Its founder was a
contemprary of Buddha and its main principle is an absolute, complete. total reverence for life--taken to the
extreme that some followers wear gauze masks to prevent from breathing in insects. FTP, name this religion
founded by MahilVira and sometimes seen as a sect of Hinduism.
ANSWER: _Jainism_

~wang Ho (or Yellow) River in China is undoubtedly the muddiest river in the world and.

as a
result. will probably be a future site of massive flooding. However, at the root of this flooding problem is a
geographical region to the west of the North China Plain. The farmland there is very fertile yet highly
populated, with cultivation resulting in massive erosion-however, the sediment upon which the region lies is
unconsolidated, pushing large amounts of the silt downstream and clogging up the Hwang Ho. FTP. name
this plateau, named after the sediment upon which lies.
ANSWER: the _Loess_ Plateau

~se types of organisms have the enzymes catalase and superoxide dismutase which allow them to avoid
the harmful side effects of oxygen.. which if not dealt with properly, could kill these microorganisms. It
includes many yeasts as well as the infamous _E. coli_. FTP, name these organisms which can not only
respirate anaerobically and via fennentation but also through aerobic means.
ANSWER: Jacultative anaerobes_

~s born in Jersey City in 1929 and graduated from Rutgers in 1951.

Among his early works were
shon stories published in _Galaxy_ magazine beginning in 1952. His first novel was _The Broken Place_
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(1968) but that did not get nearly as much recognition as his 1974 work which chronicles the period from
June 29 to July 3, 1863--a work which initiated Ted Turner to push the development of the movie,
"Gettysburg". FTP, name the author of this Pulitzer Prize-winning work, _The Killer Angels_. ·
ANSWER: Michael_Shaara_

~FOurth Symphony, chronologically his Eighth, was written in only a couple of weeks and is a work
which evolved from themes of some of his native country's folk dances and captures the essence of his
country's landscapes. Ironically nicknamed the "English" Symphony, it was only named so because he had
to go to England to find a publisher when his local publisher had requested for him to write his more
popular, better-selling dance-like works. FTP, name the composer of this work, which some believe to have
great similarities to Smetana's _Ma Vlast-> one of his fellow countrymen.
ANSWER: Antonin _Dvorak_
~s

order of mammals contains some 1,000 species, some one-quarter of the total of all mammalian
species. They can be found everywhere except the Arctic and Antarctic, and are the only indigenous
mammals on New Zealand, Hawaii, and the Azores. Some of the common names of the 19 families are:
leaf-chinned, bulldog, spear-nosed, sucker-footed, disk-winged, funnel-eared, Kitti's hog-nosed, false
vampire, and vampire. FTP, give the common name for the echo-locators of this order.
Ans: _Chiroptera_ or _Bats_

~lass of materials exhibits Josephson tunneling, which allows their use in flux detection in devices
known as SQUIDs. Discovered by Heike Karnmerlingh Onnes in 1911 in the aftermath of his work in
liquifying helium, they are perhaps better known for exhibiting the Meissner effect, which allows them to
"levitate" above magnets. FTP, identify this type of material, which enjoyed a popular vogue in 1986 with
the discovery of high-temperature varieties.
Ans: _Superconductors_

~es include The Summer Night, the Taxpayer, the Third Expedition, The Settlers, The Locusts,
Night Meeting, The Naming of Names, Usher II, The Old Ones, There Will Come Soft Rains, Million-Year
Picnic, and Rocket Summer. They take place from January 1999 to October 2026. FTP, identify this classic
short story collection by the author of Dandelion Wine and The Illustrated Man, Ray Bradbury.
Ans: The Martian Chronicles_

~d "A Story of Chicago," this novel recounts the meteoric rise of Curtis Jadwin to the top of the
Chicago Commodities Exchange, and his marriage to Laura Dearborn. Eventually, he comers the world
market on wheat, but his greed proves to be his downfalL FTP, name this novel, the second in an
uncompleted trilogy called "The Epic of the Wheat," written by Frank Norris.
Ans: _The Pit_
~s established in about 1464, with the military campaigns ofSunni Ali, and reached the height of its

power under Muhammad Askia. With its capital at Gao and great trading center ofTimbuktu. it dominated
west Africa until the late 16th century, when the Moroccans crushed them at the 1591 battle ofTondibi.
FTP, name this empire which succeeded the Mali empire to become the last and greatest of the West African
empires.
Ans: _Songhai_
~orn in 1860, in his lifetime he was the highest-paid pianist in history, although his technical skills and

musical talent were nothing exceptional. He had a way with women, however, and his huge mane of hair
evoked images of Samson. Attributing his success to his teacher, the great Theodor Leschetizky, he was
making over a million dollars a year by 1906. FTP, name this pianist perhaps best known to quiz bowlers
for being the first Premier of Poland.
Ans: Ignaz ]aderewski_
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~ced by such early painters as Michelangelo and Rubens, this French painter is often seen as the
originator of the Romantic movement in 19th century art. Among his dynamic works are "The Derby at
Epsom" and the politically overtoned "The Raft of the Medusa." Name this French artist.
Theodore _ Gericault_

~ the T'ang emperor Hsuan Tsung, the Chinese reached their high water mark in central Asia. .
Between A.D. 747 and 749 Chiniese annies and their Turkish allies inflicted several defeats on the Moslems
in Transoxiana and were able to dominate Kashmir and Kabul. All of this was undone in 751 when Islamic
troops annihilated a Chinese expeditionary at, FTP, what battle.
Answer: The Battle of the _Talas River_
~ your body in the siuous creeper, your gaze in the startled eye of deer." The author of this fragment
oflyric poetry originally written in Sanskrit seems to have been associated with the court of Chandra-gupta
II. He is best remebered for his Sanskrit drama of which he is widely regarded to have been the master. FTP
name this Indian poet and dramatist.
Answer: _ Kalidasa_
~ring the night of August 21, 1831, he and 7 other slaves murdered their master and and

his family
and attempted to sieze the Southampton County armory at Jerusalem. Two days later they had killed 60
whites, before their revolt was put down by local whites and the Viriginia State Militia. FTP name this slave
leader and reilgious figure known as "The Prophet" among his fellow slaves and the subject of historical
novel by William Styron.
Answer: _Nat Tumer_
21. The members of this phyla are excellent inicators of normal marine salinity. Emmersion in freshwater
and even brackish water leads to a build up of osmotic pressure in their water vascular systems and they
explode. FTP name this phylum known for its characteristic five-fold symmetry, which includes sea urchins
and starfish.
Answer: _Echinodermata_
22. Name this 1995 best-selling work by John Berendt that chronicles the 1981 Savannah murder trial.
involving antique dealer Jim Williams and heterosexual hustler Danny Hansford.
Answer: _Midnight in the Garden of Good and Evil_
23 . He pledged himself to celebacy and then got married at the age of60. He also proclaimed himself an
atheist but became a very devout Christian. This change can be seen in his writing, particularly in Ash
Wednesday. FTP name this author who also wrote The Sacred Wood. Dante. and The Hollow Men .
Answer: _T.S. Eliot_
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1. Name the composer of the following works, 10 points
1. Coriolan Overture
A.
2. Goldberg Variations
A.
3. Polovetsian Dances, from "Prince Igor" A.

each.
- Beethoven- 1.S. Bach- Borodin-

~ the artists offollo~ng works, 10 points each.

X. The Red Studio, Harmony in Red

~h Blossoms, the Night Cafe

X Sunflowers, Parasol

A. - MatisseA. _van Gogh_
A. _Monet_

3. 30-20-10 Name the chemical compound
1. Reaction of this with Grignard reagent produces carboxylic acid
2. It is involved in the extraction of caffeine from coffee beans
3. It reacts with water to form carbonic acid
Answer: _carbon dioxide_

~l 0

Given characters, give the novel

l. Jane Fairfax, Miss Bates, Mrs. Goddard
2. Mr. Elton, Mr. Woodhouse, Miss Taylor

3. Frank Churchill, John Knightley, Haniet Smith
Answer: - Emma-

~er the following about thermodynamics. 10 points each
X The type of energy described by the equation A=U-TS and is equal to the maximum amount of
work in a system.
A. _Helmholtz free energy (or just Helmholtz energy)_
~ This cycle. consisted of two adiabatic and two isotherrnic reversible expansion, proves that
entropy is a state function .
A. _ Carnot cycle_
On the phase diagram. this is the point at which gas and liquid phase are indistinguishable from
each other.
A. _critical point_

1

~ntify the Civil War historians who wrote the following trilogies for the stated number ofpoims.
~ts . ) The Army of the Potomac

.Ans: ~ Catton
Q.(}-pts.) The Civil War: A Narrative
Ans: Shelby]oote_
~ pts.) Lee's Lieutenants
Ans: Douglas Southall_Freeman_
7. (5 pts. each) Give the composers of the following works.
a) _La Cenerentola_ (CHEN-er-IN-toe-Ia)
ANSWER: Gioacchino Rossini
ANSWER: Claude _Debussy_
b) _ Pelleas and Melisande_
c ) _Russian and Ludmilla_
ANSWER: Mikhail - Glinkad) _The Hebrides Overture_
ANSWER: Felix _Mendellsohn_
e) _Eugene Onegin_ (o-NYAY-gen)
ANSWER: Peter I1ich _TchaikovskL
t) the album. _Boys for Pele_ 8)
ANSWER: Tori - Amos8. Name the writers of the following works of Afiican-American autobiography
5 pts.) Black Boy
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Ans: Richard _ Wright_
5 pts.) Dust Tracks on a Road
Ans: Zora Neale _Hurston_
10 pts.) Manchild in the Promised Land
Ans: Claude - Brown10 pts.) My Lord, What a Morning
Ans: Marian Anderson
9. Welcome to my history of math textbook, "Journey Through Genius." Sold your copy back? Don't
worry, all you need to know are the chapter titles. For ten points each, fill in the blanks with the name of the
mathematician.
a) (blank) and the Solution of the Cubic
Ans: Gerolamo _ Cardano_
b) (blank's) Fonnula for Triangular Area (Hint: it involves the semiperimeter of the triangle)
Ans: _Heron_or _Hero_of Alexandria
c) The (blanks) and the Harmonic Series (Hint: it's the last name of two brothers)
Ans: _Bernoulli_s
10. Identify the American artists of the following works, five points each
a) The Gross Clinic
Ans: Thomas _Eakins_
. b) Allies Day, May 1917
Ans: Childe _ Hassam_
c) Watson and the Shark
Ans: John Singleton _Copleyd) Nocturne in Black and Gold
Ans: James Abbott McNeill_Whistler_
e) Kindred Spirits
Ans : Asher _Durand_
f) Target with Four Faces
Ans: Jasper _Johns_

~oints) Given the value of a physical constant, tell what scientist's name is associated with it, 5 points
each.

~imes

10"23 parts/mole
Answer: _Avogadro_ (Avogadro's number) 8.988 times 10"9 neMon meters squared per coulomb squared
Answer: Charles Augustin de _Coulomb_ (Coulomb Constant)
)(2.426 times 10"-12
Answer: Arthur _Compton_ (Compton wavelength)
9.274 times 10"-24 Joules per Tesla
Answer: Niels _Bohr_ (Bohr magneton)
>("6.626 times 10"-34 Joule seconds
Answer: Max Planck (Planck's constant)
\(.1.381 times 10"-=23 Jouks per Kelvin
Answer: Ludwig _Boltzmann_ (Boltzmann's constant)

>(

X

~G-Spot.

Given a description of a place that begins with the letter "G," name it, ten
points each.
~ common name for the northwest region of the Iberian Peninsula and the area of eastern Europe along
.
the Dniester, that was Austria's portion of Poland.
_
~ : Galicia
c....e.:--This region of central Asia Minor is named for the band of Gauls that plundered the peninsula and settled
there during the 3rd century B.c. One the the epistles of Paul was addresses to the inhabitance of this
region.
Answer: Galatia
'tThis Swedish prov-;;nce share its name with the Baltic island its located on. It's capital is Visby.
Answer: - Gotland-
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~ Shakerpearean Murders.

We'll give you the victim, you name the murderer, for ten points,

fiv~.P-'?u

need the play.
~u: Mercutio
,05 : Romeo and Juliet
A. /:swer: _Tibalt_
~: CassIUs
05 : Julius Caesar
Answer: - Pindarusc. 10: Oswald
(J5 : King Lear
Answer: _Edgar_
14. Some characters have become so identified with the titles of the works in which they appear that their
real names are forgotten by the less enlightened. Provide the names of the following for ten points each.
a) The Mayor ofCasterbridge
Ans: Michael_Henchard_
b) The Fixer
Ans: Yakov _Bok_
c) The Master Builder
Ans: - Solness-

~ the authors of the following works of popular philopsophy for ten points each.

!.ft9. The Tao of Pooh
Ans: Benjamin _Hoff_

~ and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance
Ans: Roben ]irsig_

ol Godel, Escher, Bach

.

1An~: Douglas _ Hofstader_

~ole is about to join a pretty exclusive club - runner-up presidential candidates.

Identify these other

second-highest vote geners from the following election years for 5 points each.
~4, lost to Lyndon Johnson
Barrv Goldwater
~, lost to Grover Cev~land
/ ' James Blaine
ty18J2. lost to Andrew Jackson
/ " Henry _ ClaL
Ljl/f940, lost to Franklin Roosevelt
/Wendell Wilkie
l.)VlS64, lost to Abraham Lmcoln
George McClellan
(.IS20. lost t;Ja~es Monro~
John _Quincy Adams_
17. I hope you're up on your Muses. Identify the mythological Muse associated with each of the following
disciplines for 5 points each.
a. Comedy
- ThaliaClio
b. History
_Erato_
c. Love poetry
_Melpomene_
d. Tragedy
_Terpsicore_
e. Dance
_Urania_
f. Astronomy
IS. (30 points) Identify the Baroque composer from works on a 10-5 basis.
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a. 10: Concerto in G, "La stravaganza"
5: The Four Seasons
Answer: Antonio _ Vivaldi_
b. 10: The Coronation of Poppea

5: 0rfeo
Answer: Claudio _ Monteverdi_
c. 10: Rodelinda
5: Water Music
Answer: George Fredrick _Handel_
19. (10 pts. each) Give the language most dominantly spoken ·in the following regions for 10 points, 5 points

if a second clue is needed.
a) 10: Pakistan
5: Has been the site of many anti-Sikh riots in the recent past.
ANSWER: ]unjabi_ (Urdu is the national language but not spoken as much)
b) 10: Hong Kong
5: also spoken on Northern Chinese coast, i nner SE China, and Manchuria
ANSWER: _Mandarin_ Chinese
c) 10: north and east Sri Lanka
5: the oldest Dravidian language, has a rich literature and a strong sense of nationalism-if the name of this
language is tied in with a the name ofa fierce animal of the cat family, you get the name of the rebel
forces in Sri Lanka which have been fighting the Sinhalese for independence.
ANSWER: _Tamil_

~

2~0.

Name the author.

~ ~ffi;~~rks depict the ever-growing failings of the current educational system-citing such things as his
"coaching" method for the learning of skills, the approach of knowledge that "Less is more" and that the
teachers and the hierarchical bureaucracy in education are at fault for the "failure" of American students.
20: He is a professor of education at Brown University, is the chairman of the Coalition of Essential
Schools. and is one of the most vocal supporters of the cognitive approach to learning.
10: He is the author of _Secondary Schools at the Tum of the Century_, _Places for Learning, Places of
Joy: Speculations on American School Reforrn_, _Horace's School_, and finally, _Horace's Compromise:
The Dilemma of the American High School_.
ANSWER: Theodore R. _Sizer_
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